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Everybody’s Talking
Odd shape: Square watermelons actually exist in Japan, but they 
don’t come from special seeds. They are created when a watermelon 
of the usual variety is grown inside a box so that the fi nal product 
is square. Watermelons of this shape have the advantage of being 
stackable, so therefore are more easily transported and stored. 
The taste of these watermelons isn’t like regular ones because 
they’re harvested before they become mature. People buy them as 
ornamental gifts, parting with as much as $100 USD if purchasing 
from a Japanese store, and for much more from specialty stores in 
other countries.

A place for books: There is a library like no other in Stockholm, 
Sweden. Stadsbiblioteket (City Library) was designed by architect 
Gunnar Asplund in the 1920s. Its round shape is unusual, with 
stacks of books encircling the huge room. Above the stacks is a 
viewing area, allowing visitors to take a bird’s-eye look at the 
hundreds of thousands of books available for reading and loaning. 
The architectural style is known as Nordic Classicism; some people 
call it “Swedish Grace.” Both inside and out, the building is a 
photographer’s dream, not to mention a reader’s fantasy.

Wild winds: On New Zealand’s South Island is a windswept area 
called Slope Point. This forbidding place on the island’s most 
southern tip, almost midway between the Equator and the South 
Pole, experiences relentless, howling winds that come across the 
ocean, uninterrupted, from Antarctica. Sheep graze there, and 
years ago farmers decided to plant trees to act as shelters for the 
animals. Today, those trees are a tourist attraction because the wind 
has forced them to grow sideways – literally. While people like to 
come to see the trees, they must make day trips because there are 
no accommodations on this wild, windy point.

Sink art: An artist in Milan, Spain, didn’t let the coronavirus 
pandemic get in her way. During the shutdown in that country, 
Marta Grossi used an everyday home feature as her canvas: the sink. 
Normally used for the drab tasks of doing dishes and personal care 
regimes, Grossi decided to breathe creative life into the basins by 
using watercolour paints. From sea anemones to butterfl ies to fl oral 
designs and animal life, she created bright, colourful scenes. She left 
each painting intact for 24 hours, but took photos before washing 
each design down the drain.

Quoteable Quotes
“Thinking is the talking of the soul with itself.” —Plato
“There is no chance, no destiny, no fate that can circumvent or 
hinder or control the fi rm resolve of a determined soul.” —Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox

What’s Happening
Online event posting During the Pandemic, we are happy to post 
your online event in the What’s Happening section of Coffee News. 
Please visit our website at www.coffee-news.ca to submit your event.

May 15-Community Shredding Event Shredding documents 
containing personal information is an effective way to prevent 
identity theft, while also clearing out old paperwork. 11090 86 
Avenue. 780-998-9898

Mar 4 to May 6-Supports for Women Support for Women in 
these abnormal and  uncertain

times.  Communication, relationship and personal issues

can be discussed. To learn more about the impacts of

social isolation call 780-449-6286NON profi t organizations may submit 
events for FREE at www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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Trivia
1. What type of insect is said to be responsible for spreading Lyme 
disease?
2. Where is the popular U.S. theme park called Epcot located?
3. Gorp is a popular trail mix.  What do the letters represent?
4. What is an octet?
5. What do mini, midi, and maxi refer to in the fashion world?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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